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SPECIALITY OFF-THE-SHELF ITEMS
FOR A VARIETY OF INDUSTRIES

Looking for a “Hard to Find” Item for Your Liquefied
Natural Gas (LNG) Project?
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY AND RENTAL PROVIDED BECHTEL
ENGINEERING WITH OFF-THE-SHELF ITEMS ON TIME &
UNDER BUDGET
Bechtel Engineering is one of the most respected global
engineering, construction, and project management companies.
Their Cheniere LNG project in Cameron, LA required a very
specific type of pipe cap that is not commonly kept in stock—
requiring them to be specially ordered. But time was an issue, so
that left our team with two options.
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY AND RENTAL’S SOLUTION
The team at Industrial Supply and Rental faced Bechtel
Engineering’s request head on. We knew there were two options
to consider. The first option was to purchase a $13,000 flange—
but this option required three weeks lead time for it to be
custom made. The second option was to custom make the caps
for $9,000—with a six day turnaround time.
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At Industrial Supply and Rental, we take pride in being able
to provide our customers with hard to find, quick lead time
items. We supply industries that install, replace, and repair pipe
installations, including construction, refineries, oil fields, liquefied

It was a clear consensus, the latter option was the best

natural gas facilities, pipeline construction firms, and maritime

choice. Industrial Supply and Rental was able to help Bechtel

vessels. When your project requires industrial equipment that you

Engineering make the most cost-effective and time-efficient

can’t commonly find, we’re the company to know. You’re making

decision, allowing them to get on with their project.

the right choice when you choose our team for your project
supply needs in Texas and Louisiana—we ship nationwide!
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